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RackTop Systems Selected as a Finalist for SC Media’s 2019 Trust Award
RackTop’s flagship BrickStor CyberConverged platform for storage and security
shortlisted as Best Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery Solution
FULTON, Md. – Jan.16, 2019 – RackTop Systems, the pioneer of CyberConverged data
security has been selected as a 2019 Trust Award finalist in the Best Business
Continuity/Disaster Recovery Solution category.
“Every new year brings with it an unpredictable mix of adversity and opportunity for
information security professionals,” said Illena Armstrong, VP, editorial, SC Media. “In
2018, we watched as ransomware took down entire city governments, popular online
platforms were accused of mishandling user data and technology giants announced an
unprecedented industry-wide effort to solve the Spectre and Meltdown CPU
vulnerabilities. Through it all, this year’s SC Awards finalists found ways to break
boundaries, overcome challenges and contribute fresh new ideas to the world of
cybersecurity.”
RackTop’s BrickStor is an integrated network attached storage and secure data
management platform that protects sensitive data from insider threats and cyberattacks
while meeting internal and regulatory compliance requirements. By unifying multiple
key functions under a single NAS platform – such as automatic data backups, data
replication, ransomware protection, encryption key management, real-time analytics
and policy-based security – BrickStor helps enterprises easily manage shared,
distributed storage resources while reducing cost and complexity, optimizing operations
and improving security.
The annual SC Awards are recognized as the industry gold standard of accomplishment
for cybersecurity professionals, products and services. With the awards, SC Media
recognizes the achievements of cybersecurity professionals in the field, the innovations
happening in the vendor and service provider communities, and the vigilant work of
government, commercial and nonprofit entities.

“We’re honored to have our BrickStor platform recognized by SC Media as one of the
top solutions for business continuity and disaster recovery," said Jonathan Halstuch, cofounder and CTO of RackTop Systems. “Being named as a Trust Award finalist further
validates both the innovation of our BrickStor product and our company's vision for the
CyberConvergence of data storage, security and compliance.”
“In a vast sea of security solutions and services, the Trust Award finalists stand out for
their cutting-edge, high-quality features and user-friendly policies,” added Armstrong of
SC Media. “RackTop has emerged as a true leader in its space and has earned this
honor.”
The finalists and winners for the Trust Awards are chosen by an expert panel of judges
with extensive knowledge and experience in the cybersecurity industry. Winners will be
announced at the SC Awards ceremony on March 5, 2019 in San Francisco. For more
information about the awards program, visit https://www.scmagazine.com/2019-trustawards/.
About RackTop Systems
RackTop Systems empowers organizations globally as the leading provider of highperformance cyberconverged network attached storage (NAS) that is embedded with
advanced security, encryption and compliance. Headquartered in Fulton, Md., RackTop
was founded in 2010 by veterans of the U.S. intelligence community who have been
solving the most complex data and security problems for more than two decades.
RackTop’s technology has been deployed at numerous organizations in a variety of
industries worldwide, including government/DoD/public sector, media/advertising and
entertainment, financial services, healthcare, higher education and life sciences. For
more information, visit www.racktopsystems.com and follow on Twitter @RackTop.
About SC Media
SC Media is cybersecurity. For 30 years, they have armed information security
professionals with in-depth and unbiased information through timely news,
comprehensive analysis, cutting-edge features, contributions from thought leaders, and
independent product reviews in partnership with and for top-level information security
executives and their technical teams. In addition to their comprehensive website, SC
Media offers magazines, eBooks, and newsletters. They also host digital and live events
such as SC Awards and RiskSec NY to provide cybersecurity professionals all the
information needed to safeguard their organizations and contribute to their longevity
and success. To follow SC Magazine on Facebook, visit:
http://www.facebook.com/SCMag.
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